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HoCare2.0

HoCare2.0 project is co-funded by the European Union funds (ERDF).


	Text Field 21: Hungarian Foundation for the Development of Personalized Healthcare
	Text Field 68: National Directorate General for Hospital
	Text Field 69: 01/2021 - 04/2022
	Text Field 70: Patient route management
	Text Field 25: Dr.BetMen is a user-driven web platform and application connecting the key players along the patient journey to improve and develop their collaboration.Its core functional features are:• Patient pathway tracking - easy to follow list of treatments;• Personalised patient journey - personalised and optimised treatment plan and treatment itself;• Communication - supporting efficient doctor-patient communication;• Outcome-based funding
	Text Field 29: Some medical professionals were initially sceptic about the potential benefits of the platform and argued that certain medical fields were sui generis so that no significant improvements were possible. Interestingly, the solution developer appreciated this approach and invited those taking a critical stance to assist in sketching up the specific features in order to enhance the functionality of the platform.Regular contact with and parallel engagement of end users is a key feature of development activities in general. However, the problem of drop-outs still persists, and remains a core challenge to the success of the developmet process per se. 
	Text Field 32: - Compiling the end user group- Collection of user requirements- Setting up a team of experts- Elaboration of implementation plan- Low-fidelity prototyping - Co-creation phase organisation of workshops, testing and data collection- Final design of the service- Review of initial user requirements
	Text Field 31: - Mapping- Qualitative interviews- Comparative analysis- Desk research - Low-fidelity prototyping - Feedback collection
	Text Field 33: The key groups targetted are health care emloyees (medical professionals), health services users (patients) and their relatives.
	Text Field 30: Find out more at www.http://interreg-central.eu/HoCare2.0.html and https://okfo.gov.hu/


